Rides, games, animals and exhibits
The 4th of this month is a great American party
This gets in the most uncomfortable places
Great place for sunning, surfing and swimming
"I'm __." The bane of summer
These types of games used to cost only 25 cents
For an educational outing you can go here
A blanket, food, friends, but hopefully not ants
Lay out and bake yourself to get this
You can do this by car, plane, or train
Inline or roller __
Pedal power gets you around
Get away from it all, but don't forget a tent!
A music performance
People you do things with
Got a good book? Great for lazy days
When the whole family gets together once a year
You don't want this to happen in the sun. Ouch!
The 'Boys of Summer' play this game
Too much time in the sun and you hair may get __
Rides, games, prizes and cotton candy
May sting your eyes, but it keeps the pool clean
Apply this to keep from turning red
Great activity for cooling off on a hot day
What every school kid longs for
Who to call when the parents want to go out
Drive this with the top down and the music up
High speed fun being towed behind a boat

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

____          ____  ____
____          ____  ____
____          ____
____

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:

___________________
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